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DEBBIE will never forget the gun held to her face, or the warm, dizzy feeling after the baseball bat slammed into her head, or the kicks that jolted her ribs as she lay on her Woodbridge driveway convinced that playing dead was the only way to stay alive.  

And Debbie will never forgive the three men who sat back and waited as their two friends beat her bloody in a failed attempt to steal her Acura Integra in the steamy, early-morning darkness of Aug. 18. n1  

I. INTRODUCTION  

We are repeatedly dismayed at such repugnant displays of apathy on the part of witnesses to crimes as was evidenced in the case of a New Jersey woman who was nearly beaten to death during the course of a carjacking. n2 At the same time, many people are indignant to the suggestion that our society impose a legal obligation to help others in need, claiming that such an obligation severely limits individual liberty. n3 The popular television series "Seinfeld" brought national attention to statutes criminalizing an omission, or failure to help another. n4 Despite vocal opposition, what happened to the characters in the final episode of "Seinfeld" n5 could happen to just about anyone if state legislators respond to the current public outcry for "good Samaritan" laws. n6 In the aftermath of the death of Princess Diana n7 and the appalling murder of Sherrice Iverson, n8 n9 at least four states have introduced bills that would impose a duty to act where none existed previously under the common law. n10 The popular media and public have focused attention on states that require ordinary citizens to come to the aid of accident or crime victims. n11 At least four states have introduced bills that would impose a duty to act where none existed previously under the common law. n12 These statutes have received both criticism and praise from politicians, the media, and the public. n13 An often voiced criticism is that such statutes are contrary to our established social mores, requiring us to act in ways that are not in accord with our traditional notions of the obligations owed to strangers, and that unnecessarily violate individual liberty. n14 The popularity of duty to act laws draws from the multitude of incidents of indifference that people often find repugnant to those same mores. n15 Contrary to popular belief, these laws are based on a solid historical foundation, n16 and have many counterparts in European countries. n17 There exists the potential for both great benefit and detriment in the implementation of "good Samaritan" statutes, and the established European models provide examples that American legislators should examine while constructing new laws. This Article provides a discussion and analysis of the European "good Samaritan" statutes in Part II. n18 Part III identifies the American states that have already passed duty to act laws and the penalties that the laws provide. n19 As a result of many recent events widely publicized by the media, some states have proposed "good samaritan" laws, which will also be
addressed in Part III. Part IV includes a discussion of the debate surrounding enactment of duty to act laws, examining the benefits and drawbacks to such laws in the context of European and American laws. Part IV also postulates a model statute for American states that are considering imposing a statutory duty to act where none existed previously. This article concludes in Part V.

II. EUROPEAN "GOOD SAMARITAN" LAWS

A. Historical Background

During World War II, European countries began to pass duty to act laws. Since World War II, many European criminal codes have identified failing to assist a crime victim or injured person as a criminal offense. Under the German-controlled Vichy government in France, the French enacted their "good samaritan" law in an effort to stem terrorism against the German army. The Germans thus sought to ensure their unimpeded progress in their quest to conquer the world by forcing French citizens to report each other to the government or face stiff penalties. Many other Western European countries enacted "good samaritan" laws around the same time as the French law. It would therefore seem that the Germans had a significant influence on those countries as well. Many Eastern European countries, including former Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, Poland, Hungary, and Ukraine, enacted "good samaritan" laws in the 1950s and 1960s, at the height of Soviet domination. It would appear that the Soviet Union may have exerted pressure on these countries to pass such laws to force citizens to "rat each other out", much as the Germans did during World War II. Thus, so-called "good samaritan" laws may not have all been instituted to serve good purposes.

There is no significant historical background to reveal the motivation behind enactment of "good samaritan" laws in the Scandinavian countries, the Netherlands, and old Russia in the nineteenth century. It is certainly possible, however, that the church pressed the governments to include these provisions for the good of all, or to remind individuals that the moral lessons taught by the church are important and relevant in everyday life. The Russian Criminal Code of 1845 did include an ecclesiastical penalty for violation of the duty to act law, which would support the theory that the church was behind this early movement to require people to help others in need. But even these early laws had historical precedents.

Ancient Indian and Egyptian law required people to help others who were in danger or injured. Later Greek and Roman scholars eschewed this requirement, instead developing bodies of law that recognized the importance of free will and acting because one chooses to act. Duty to aid or assist requirements were absent from the codified law globally until the mid-nineteenth century, when the Russian Criminal Code of 1845 required people to help others in danger. Soon after Russia instituted its duty to act law in the 1845 Code, Tuscany, the Netherlands, and Italy followed suit.

B. European Countries That Have "Good Samaritan" Laws

As of 1966, at least 21 European countries had some form of a duty to act law. These laws can be broken down into a number of categories, including laws that require the danger be: 1) immediate or imminent; 2) evident; 3) real; and 4) harmful. Some laws include the additional requirement that the victim, or potential victim, actually be helpless or in need of assistance.

The penalties differ greatly, with some laws requiring as little as a fine or community service and others allowing up to five years in prison. While prosecutions under these laws are uncommon, it seems that Europeans are happy to have the laws available to prosecute the most egregious offenders. Europeans view the laws as a tool to punish undesirable conduct, namely, failing to help another human when there is little risk or inconvenience to oneself. The use of duty to act laws in Europe has not led to serious "encroachments on personal liberty" as feared by
American critics of "good samaritan" laws. n43 Rather, the European "good samaritan" laws, despite the numerous variations, provide Americans with models to use in developing a similar, ideal American statute.

III. AMERICAN "GOOD SAMARITAN" STATUTES

A. Historical Background -- Duty to Act under the Common Law

Under common law, individuals do not have a duty to take affirmative action to help a person in need. n44 The common law imposes neither civil nor criminal liability for failing to take action to help another. n45 There are, however, seven limited exceptions to the general rule. n46 First, the existence of certain special relationships between individuals creates a duty to act under common law. n47 Second, when one has caused harm to another, then the one who caused the harm must help the other or be subject to civil liability. n48 Third, if a person begins to render aid to an injured person or crime victim, but for some reason discontinues that aid, then the person will be held accountable for the injuries if the victim is left in a worse position. n49 Thus, once a person "takes charge and control of the situation, he [or she] is regarded as entering voluntarily into a relation which is attended with responsibility. Such a [person] will then be liable for a failure to use reasonable care for the protection of the plaintiff's interests." n50 A number of states have codified this common-law doctrine, some going so far as to criminalize such behavior. n51 Fourth, a special relationship between a non-acting third party and a party causing harm or injury to another. n52 For example, a parent may be held responsible for the harmful actions of his or her child. n53 Fifth, property owners may be held criminally liable for injuries sustained by a person on the premises. n54 Sixth, statutory obligations, such as "good samaritan" laws, may require action that is not mandated by common law. n55 Seventh, and last, contractual obligations, such as for security guards or lifeguards, may require one to take affirmative action to protect or assist another in need. n56 The most important exception to the common law in the context of this Article is the statutory obligation exception, as legislators can create a common law exception through passing "good samaritan" laws.

B. States That Currently Have "Good Samaritan" Statutes in Effect

While currently nine states have some form of "good samaritan" law in effect, n57 very few prosecutions have been made under these laws. n58 The fact is that prosecutors are already overworked and under compensated, and few district attorneys can afford to expend insufficient resources pursuing people who violate these statutes. The nine "good samaritan" statutes can be classified into three different groups. There are those that impose a general duty to help injured persons, those that require assisting victims of certain crimes through reporting the offenses, and those that require only reporting of crimes.

Minnesota, Rhode Island, and Vermont all have statutes that impose a general duty to assist an injured person, whether that person is injured as a result of an accident, crime, or other circumstances. n59 Wisconsin also imposes a general duty to help, but applies it only to crime victims. n60 Florida requires one to assist a victim of a sexual battery in the form of reporting the crime to authorities, n61 while Massachusetts and Washington mandate reporting violent crimes in general. n62 Ohio has established a duty to report knowledge of felonies, n63 and Colorado requires reporting of all crimes. n64 While the statutes apparently seek different objectives ranging from retribution to education, n65 they each contain elements that may be significant in formulating a model statute for all states to implement.

1. Minnesota

Minnesota's duty to act law n66 requires that "[a] person at the scene of an emergency who knows that another person is exposed to or has suffered grave physical harm shall .
give reasonable assistance to the exposed person.” The Minnesota statute does not, however, require that people report crimes they have witnessed. n67 Minnesota's "good Samaritan" law can be broken down into six components that identify the requirements under the law. There must be 1) "a person at the scene of an emergency who" 2) "knows that" 3) "another person is exposed to or has suffered" 4) "grave physical harm", and that person must 5) "without danger or peril to self or others" 6) "give reasonable assistance to the exposed person." n68 The statute does qualify seeking aid from the police or medical professionals as "reasonable assistance." n69 It is clear under the Minnesota law that one is obligated only to help an injured or endangered person, so long as help can be administered without creating a risk to oneself or others. Violation of the law is considered a petty misdemeanor, and therefore carries a small penalty. n70 The Minnesota law creates a general duty to assist. n71

2. Rhode Island

Rhode Island’s "good Samaritan" law is nearly identical to subdivision 1 of the Minnesota statute. n72 It consists of the same elements as the Minnesota law, and imposes the same requirements. n73 The Rhode Island law does not, however, define what constitutes "reasonable assistance", but it does, unlike the Minnesota statute, set the maximum penalty for violations of the law at six months in prison or five-hundred dollars fine, or both. n74 The Rhode Island law imposes a general, affirmative, statutory duty to assist others in need. n75 This statute does not include a reporting requirement. n76

3. Vermont

The Vermont statute n77 is quite similar to both the Minnesota and Rhode Island laws with two significant differences -- Vermont specifically does not require individuals to assist an injured person if other assistance is already being provided or if providing assistance would interfere with "important duties owed to others". n78 Critics of "good Samaritan" laws often argue that requiring all individuals to provide assistance to persons in need is foolish because it only creates chaos at the accident scene. The Vermont statute overcomes this criticism by making it clear that once reasonable assistance is initiated, other onlookers are relieved of responsibility. n79 Considering that the maximum penalty under the Vermont law is a fine of $100.00, n80 it would seem that Vermont is not interested in prosecuting the most egregious offenders, but rather is interested in raising awareness about the issue.

4. Wisconsin

Wisconsin's duty to act law n81 is the only one in the country that requires individuals both to assist crime victims and to report crimes they have witnessed. n82 The Wisconsin statute is noteworthy for not requiring individuals to assist another in just any emergency situation, which would encompass accidents or numerous other non-criminal situations, but rather it mandates assistance to crime victims only. n83 In this way the Wisconsin differs greatly from the Minnesota, Rhode Island, and Vermont "good Samaritan" laws. n84 Another significant difference in the Wisconsin law is that it mandates first summoning law enforcement officers, presumably immediately so as to allow them to provide the necessary assistance, or, in the alternative, providing assistance personally to the crime victim. n85 The scope of the Wisconsin law, while creating a general duty to assist crime victims, is therefore more limited than that of the Minnesota, Rhode Island, and Vermont laws, in that it applies only to crime victims, and requires individuals to summon authorities first. n86 While it is a subtle distinction, it could turn out to be a significant one under certain circumstances. For example, if a person who has received CPR training [*38] were to come upon an injured person in a well-populated area in Wisconsin, he or she would be obligated to summon authorities or provide reasonable assistance. n87 If the
same situation happened in Minnesota, Rhode Island, or Vermont, then he or she would be obligated to provide reasonable assistance to the victim, which may include summoning authorities. A judge or jury in the latter three jurisdictions could conceivably find that, if the CPR-trained person chose to summon the authorities in order to assist the victim when there were other people in the immediate area who were willing and able to help, then the person violated the statute because reasonable assistance would have been personally tending to the injured victim. Again, it may be a subtle distinction, but it could be significant. In fashioning a model statute, it is important to determine the goal sought.

5. Florida

Florida requires reporting of sexual battery, but does not impose a general duty to assist any injured person or crime victim. The primary focus of the Florida statute is to have sexual crimes reported, as evidence by paragraph 2 of the statute. The scope of the Florida law is clearly restricted to sexual battery, based on both the title and language of the statute.

6. Massachusetts

Massachusetts imposes a duty to report certain crimes that, unlike the Florida duty to report law, encompasses virtually all violent crimes. The Massachusetts statute, as compared to the Florida statute, seems overly broad and sweeping in its language. While it attempts to impose an affirmative obligation to report crimes, it would likely be difficult to convict an offender because of the inexact language used. This law also limits its application unnecessarily by requiring individuals only to report crimes that they know occurred. This leaves it open to debate as to what kind of knowledge must be obtained; need it be first-hand knowledge? While the statute also requires that a person be at the scene of the crime, it does not specify that the person need witness the crime. This statute is problematic in that it does not clearly define the offense. Not surprisingly, there have been no convictions for violations of this law.

7. Washington

Washington imposes an affirmative duty on witnesses of crimes against children or violent offenses to report the crime as soon as possible to authorities or medical professionals. It places limits on the duty when reporting information would violate privileged communications or put the reporter or his or her family in danger of immediate physical harm. The Washington statute is interesting in that it requires reporting knowledge of preparations for violent crimes or crimes against children, not just knowledge of a crime already committed.

8. Ohio

Ohio expands its reporting requirement to encompass all felonies. The Ohio statute also requires reporting discovery of a corpse or first-hand knowledge of a death. It does not, however, impose any duty to assist the victims of the crimes. While the Ohio law does not require disclosure of privileged information, it does, interestingly, absolve persons reporting privileged information regarding felonies from liability associated with violation of the confidence. The law does not, however, and cannot relieve an attorney of ethical obligations pertaining to confidential communications when the communications concern a crime already committed.

9. Colorado

Colorado attempted to create a statutory duty to report a crime when there exist reasonable grounds to believe a crime has been committed. The effect of the statute was undermined, however, by U.S. v. Zimmerman, in which the United States
District Court ruled that the Colorado law did not create an affirmative duty on the part of witnesses to report crimes. n107 In Zimmerman, however, the government was arguing that an attorney had an obligation under the statute to disclose information within his knowledge regarding a crime. n108 The court's decision regarding the reporting statute focused greatly on whether a state could force a person to disclose information otherwise protected by privilege, here the attorney-client privilege. n109 The court answered the question with a resounding no, but perhaps too broadly, as the opinion clearly states that the statute does not impose a duty on a witness to stop or report the crime without qualifying it in the context of confidential communications. n110 Thus, the Colorado statute merely eliminates liability for disclosure or reporting of information. n111 The Zimmerman decision effectively took away the "bite" of the Colorado statute's mandatory reporting requirement, which demonstrates that careful wording of a statute is essential to its survival.

C. States that have proposed statutes.

At least four states have recently proposed "good samaritan" laws, all inspired by specific instances of witness apathy towards victims. California and Nevada lawmakers introduced legislation requiring people to report crimes against children in response to the Sherrice Iverson incident. n112 Florida and New Jersey are seeking to punish witnesses who fail to report violent crimes against children or adults. n113 The Florida bill "would make it illegal to witness a violent crime and not report it." n114 New Jersey seeks the same result as Florida, with the addition that the witness must report it "as soon as reasonably practicable." n115

New Jersey plans to impose a penalty of up to 18 months or $10,000.00, or both. n116 All expect to include the caveat that no person need put him or her self in danger to help another. New Jersey, in particular, hopes to be able to use the law to prosecute so-called "passive participants" -- companions of criminals who witness violent crimes but do nothing to stop them, escaping criminal liability because they took no affirmative action to facilitate or conceal the crime. n117 Some New Jersey lawmakers have dubbed this bill the "Seinfeld Bill". n118

A federal bill has also been introduced, which, like the California and Nevada proposed laws, focuses on crimes against children. n119 The bill, proposed by U.S. Senators Barbara Boxer of California and Nick Lampson of Texas would eliminate funding for child abuse prevention programs to states that did not enact laws requiring witnesses of crimes against children to report the crimes. n120 This bill, however, has received some criticism because it focuses only on crimes that victimize children and does not include adults. n121

IV. RESOLUTION OF THE AMERICAN DEBATE OVER DUTY TO ACT LAWS

A. The Debate For and Against Duty to Act Laws.

The debate over imposing an affirmative duty to act has gone on in the American legal community for over eighty years. n122 Both sides have presented lengthy and persuasive legal and social arguments, but the public currently seems to be supporting the enactment of "good samaritan" statutes. n123 One of the strongest sentiments expressed by proponents of "good samaritan" laws is that such laws will provide needed retribution against egregious violators of the law. n124 Another point argued by supporters is that our legal system consistently reflects accepted morality, and, despite the fact that most laws prohibit certain acts, "good samaritan" laws are simply a reflection of our own morality, but happen to require us to act in certain ways when confronted with limited circumstances. n125 But the most distressing argument is that, while our own morality dictates that we should help others in need, people simply do not do so; therefore, we must legislate to educate and remind people of our societal and moral obligations to each other. n126 It is this goal that most supporters of "good samaritan" laws hope to achieve.
Opponents of these laws often argue that they will lead to vigilism, n127 restrict personal liberty by dictating what action we must take in emergency situations, thereby limiting the choices we make, n128 or that the statutes will be selectively enforced. n129 What the opponents fail to consider, however, is the benefit to be gained by society through [43] such laws. They also fail to consider other laws that also restrict our individual choices, such as property rights, trespassing laws, n130 and blue laws that prohibit purchasing alcohol at certain times or on certain days.

B. Specific Cases of Witness Apathy

While the instances of witnesses failing to aid an injured victim are innumerable, a few examples stand out as particularly egregious. For example, the Sherrice Iverson case grabbed national attention, n131 possibly becoming the most significant catalyst for public support of duty to act laws since the Kitty Genovese incident in 1964. n132 On May 25, 1997, twenty-year-old Jeremy Strohmeyer followed seven-year-old Sherrice around a Las Vegas casino while her father was gambling. n133 Strohmeyer played hide and seek with Sherrice, eventually following her into the ladies' bathroom at about 4 a.m.. n134 It was there that Strohmeyer proceeded to rape and murder the little girl. n135 Strohmeyer's friend, David Cash, was with him at the casino that night. n136 Cash saw Strohmeyer follow the girl into the bathroom, and even followed him in later, only to see Strohmeyer struggling with the girl in a stall in the bathroom, attempting to subdue her. n137 Cash returned every few minutes to check on his friend; Strohmeyer later told Cash that he had killed the girl. n138 Cash did not report this to anyone. n139

Strohmeyer subsequently pled guilty to the charges in order to escape the death penalty. n140 Cash, on the other hand, was not charged with any crime since he did not take any affirmative action to cover up the crime. n141 Cash has made public statements indicating that he feels no remorse, that he worries about himself first, and that all of the [*44] media attention has helped him get dates. n142 The public has become incensed at his blatant disregard for human life, and many seek to institute "good samaritan" laws so that crime witnesses such as Cash can be punished, and so that the families of Sherrice Iverson can seek retribution against those who had an opportunity to stop the crime.

There are countless other stories besides the Sherrice Iverson tale. One man recalls seeing the body of a child alongside a Florida canal and another man standing near the body. n143 The other man stated that he was a good swimmer, but he let the boy drown; in fact, he had looked over his shoulder to make sure nobody saw the boy drowning. n144 He said he did it because he hated all whites, even children, because of how he had been treated. n145 A thirteen-year-old girl was tied to a pole and fondled on a crowded public train in Boston while ten of her fellow students watched and giggled. n146 None of the adults acknowledged the attack, no reports were made. n147 That same week, an eight-year-old boy found his mother dead in her bedroom and wandered to a nearby halfway house in his underwear for help. n148 While the residents called the police, nobody attempted to find out what had happened, or to take the boy home, despite his statement that "something is wrong with my mommy." n149

And who can forget the tragic death of Princess Diana, when, after the car she was traveling in crashed, photographers swarmed about, taking the last snapshots of the dying princess? n150 It was this incident which first brought duty to act laws to the attention of the American public.

C. Suggestions for a Model Statute

The ideal "good samaritan" law should be as clear, specific, and detailed as possible to ensure its use. In order to develop an adequate statute, one should look to the American and European examples, incorporating the important elements of each to draw a statute that best serves American interests and needs, and that serves the purposes of "good
samaritan" laws. Like the European models, the ideal statute should require that a victim be in imminent or perceived imminent danger of physical harm. The statute should encompass all emergency situations that could pose a risk to another person, rather than be limited to just criminal acts. An objective standard should be applied to the potential defendant, requiring a showing that the defendant knew or should have known that the victim was in danger. Some European statutes require that the defendant did know, thus applying a subjective standard. As in negligence law, application of a subjective standard precludes certainty in the judicial rule, and would likely encourage a defendant to lie about his or her state of mind. An objective, reasonable person standard should therefore be applied to the defendant.

The "good samaritan" should definitely be absolved of civil liability for any harm inflicted while engaging in reasonable efforts to help or assist a victim, much as medical professionals are today. Additionally, "good samaritans" acting in good faith should be reimbursed for any injuries or damages incurred while providing assistance efforts. Ideally, a state fund should be established through collection of fees from a criminal restitution project to cover these costs.

There should also be defenses available and enumerated in the statute itself. If it is apparent (again, apply a reasonable person standard to determine this) that effective assistance is being provided by others, then a would-be "good samaritan" should be absolved of liability. Liability should also be excused when an actor would put him or her self in danger or at risk of harm by rendering assistance to the victim. When a person already owes an important duty to another and when that other person is also in danger, liability should also be precluded, lest individuals feel obligated to overlook important special relationships in order to avoid criminal liability.

The ideal statute should include a reporting requirement. This requirement must be construed especially narrowly, or be subject to the same downfall as the Colorado statute. It must be clear that mandatory reporting does not override confidentiality considerations when privileges exist at law.

Finally, to obtain the results desired by the public that advocates in favor of "good samaritan" laws, the ideal statute should include penalties that are in accord with the mens rea and the level of participation in infliction of the injury. For example, if a defendant witnesses a terrible accident, sees numerous people surrounding the victim, and assumes, incorrectly, that somebody is providing assistance, then the penalty imposed should be minor, if any at all. If, however, as in the Sherrice Iverson case, a defendant sees the crime being committed, knows what is going on, has ample opportunity and time to summon help or physically intervene (subject to the putting oneself at risk defense), then that defendant should be punished more severely. The recommended maximum sentence would be five years imprisonment, as borrowed from the French statute, and a fine of up to $10,000.00.

V. CONCLUSION

The arguments against adopting "good samaritan" laws are weak, and even the stronger points are easy to circumvent. A narrowly constructed law will hold accountable those who fail to render assistance when it would cost nothing for them to do so. The fact that few people will be prosecuted for violating these laws does not alone provide a valid reason against adopting duty to act laws, as many laws currently in place go unenforced except for the most egregious cases. Drunk driving, seat belt, and perjury laws are just a few examples of statutes that raise awareness but provide few convictions.

Imposing an obligation to act does little to restrict the freedom of individuals, but rather encourages active participation in our society. Those individuals who have no morality and do not wish to participate in society are the ones who will be most likely to violate duty to act laws, and those individuals should be penalized. Too many cases of onlooker apathy demonstrate that this country needs to enact "good samaritan" statutes to
encourage and remind people to do what they ought to feel obligated to do. Kitty Genovese, Sherrice Iverson, Princess Diana, they all could have been saved if the witnesses to the crimes against them had taken immediate action. Few can argue that it is immoral to help another, therefore, legislators should ensure that our laws accurately reflect our morality. And if just one victim benefits from a "good samaritan" law, then it can be nothing but a good idea.
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